Abstract Designing short-length Luby Transform (SLLT) codes to best protect video streaming and multicasting over lossy communication remains largely an empirical exercise. In this paper, we present a systematic approach to customize the decoding performance of these codes so that the protected video bitstreams may have the best playback quality over a wide range of channel loss rates. Our approach begins with the proposal of a new SLLT decoding performance model based on three parameters: decoding overhead, symbol decoding failure rate and tail probability of symbol decoding failure rate. We then formulate the design of SLLT codes as a multi-objective optimization problem, specify the design objectives in terms of goal program, and search for the most suitable codes using an augmented weighted Tchebycheff method implemented with the Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES). Two design examples are provided to illustrate the effectiveness of our approach: (1) an SLLT postcode of a short-length raptor code that provides erasure protection to H.264 AVC bitstreams, and (2) an SLLT post-code of a rateless UEP code that supports graceful degradation of H.264 SVC playback quality. Empirical results demonstrate that the proposed method is capable of producing SLLT codes with customized decoding performance, whereas, the customized codes enable the playback pictures to attain significantly higher PSNR values at different stages of the decoding process than the pictures recovered under the protection of conventionally optimized codes.
Introduction
Short-length rateless erasure correcting codes (a.k.a. fountain codes) with 10 2 -10 4 symbols long code blocks are widely used in real-time data streaming and multicasting applications such as multi-point multimedia streaming [34] , satellite communication [43] , ad-hoc communication over wireless sensor networks [25] and free-space optical links [17] . The rateless decoding capability of these randomized codes enables them to recover data packets across a wide range of channel loss rates, whereas their short code blocks and linear decoding complexity make them suitable for protecting real-time low-power data transports. In most of these applications, however, the erasure protection offered by these rateless codes must be adapted to the rate-distortion characteristics of the source data and match the performance requirements of the application. Hyytiä et al. [13] suggested two basic performance objectives for designing short-length Luby transform (SLLT) codes: (1) minimizing the average decoding overhead for successful block decoding in the bulk data transport and (2) maximizing the average symbol decoding success rate at specific decoding overhead for the just-in-time decoding. Unfortunately, these objectives may not always reflect the demands of multimedia applications. For example, due to interdependency among groups of pictures (GOPs) in a compressed video bitstream, the fluctuation of rateless decoding failure rate among consecutive code blocks may deteriorate the video playback quality significantly even though the average symbol decoding success rate of the SLLT code was deemed acceptable [Section III.C]. Also, for the sake of protecting a scalable video code (SVC), the decoding performance of a rateless unequal erasure protection (UEP) code should have a tapered profile that is fine-tuned to match the rate-distortion performance of the SVC bitstream. Neither of Hyytiä's objectives can be used to produce such UEP codes.
Customizing an SLLT code to match a specific decoding performance profile is often a challenging task. This is because the relatively small number (10 2 -10 4 ) of input symbols in the code block of an SLLT code may cause random high-order dependence relations to be formed among those symbols. The existence of these high-order dependence relations can deteriorate the decoding performance of the code far below the ideal behavior of its infinite-length variant and dashes any hope to develop an elegant theoretical performance model. In this paper, we present a general approach to customize the decoding performance of SLLT codes by adapting their sparse degree distributions using evolution strategies. Similar to the design of a digital filter [32] , the design of customized SLLT codes can be formulated as a multi-objective constrained optimization problem. For the purpose of describing the non-Gaussian decoding performance of SLLT codes, we begin to tackle this task by proposing a new statistical decoding performance model based on three parameters: decoding overhead, symbol decoding failure rate and tail probability of symbol decoding failure rate [Section 3]. Then, we specify the performance requirements in terms of multiple target points in the performance space and adopt weighted Tchebycheff goal programming [14] to minimize the distance between the performance surface of the SLLT codes and specified set of target points [Section 4]. We chose to employ Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES) [10] to search among the candidate codes and use Monte-Carlo simulation to estimate their decoding performance [Section 5] .
Customizing SLLT codes often requires trading off their decoding performance in the transitional Bwaterfall^region and the steady Berror floor^region. We demonstrate a way how to fine tune these tradeoffs through the design of an SLLT post-code of a short-length raptor code for protecting the H.264-AVC bitstreams [Section 6] . The design of SLLT codes for rendering unequal erasure protection to scalable video bitstreams posts even more demanding challenge: in order to implement graceful degradation of H.264-SVC playback quality over a wide-range of packet loss rates, we need to taper the decoding performance of the SLLT code so that it can match the rate-distortion profile of SVC bitstreams within a region of interest. Section 7 shows the design of an SLLT post-code that can be concatenated with a convolutional UEP pre-code to best provide the UEP service. The customized codes presented in Section 6-7 produce playback pictures with significantly higher PSNR values than those designed using the conventional optimization objectives.
Related work
The multimedia community has a long history in employing fountain codes: starting with the use of systematic Raptor codes in DVB-H standards for protecting IP datacasting [1] , and soon followed by the applications in multimedia downloading [19] and scalable video multicasting [34] . The attempts to use short-length fountain codes in real-time scalable video streaming applications have also been made with the specific aim at optimizing their unequal erasure protection (UEP) profiles [3, 39] . However, because there is no known analytical method that can predict the decoding performance of fountain codes with practical lengths [39] , researchers resorted to the use of numerical optimization techniques when searching for SLLT codes with desirable decoding behaviors. Shokrollahi and Storn were the first to use stochastic optimization to design finite-length fountain codes in 2000 [39] . Hyytiä et al. then tried to optimize the decoding performance of LT codes using importance sampling in 2006 [13] . More recently, Talari and Rahnavard used multi-objective genetic algorithm NSGA-II to design LT codes with good intermediate decoding performance [29] . We also tried to design composite UEP codes with SLLT post-codes using evolutionary computation techniques [33, 42] .
When designing SLLT codes, most researchers chose to specify their target performance in terms of the decoding overhead and the average decoding failure rate. Several researchers, however, took a different approach by controlling the expected output ripple size throughout the decoding process: some tried to keep it constant [44] ; others tried to increase its value [37] or reduce its variance [44] ; yet others imposed a downward trend in order to suppress the occurrence of redundant connections late in the decoding process [40] . Unfortunately, due to the difficulty in correlating the decoding performance of an SLLT code with the trend of its expected ripple size, it is currently impractical to design SLLT codes by following this approach.
To make the search for candidate codes a little easier, some researchers tried to create shortlength variants of the LT codes with asymptotically optimal robust soliton distribution (RSD). Attempts included tuning the RSD parameters δ and c [30] , constraining its highest degrees [5] and adjusting the probability of those degrees that have the dominant influence on decoding performance [44] . However, all these attempts had only limited success due to the limits they impose on their degrees of freedom.
A key point seems to have been overlooked in most of these approaches, i.e. practical SLLT codes are usually required to match certain decoding performance profiles that are shaped by the rate-distortion characteristics of the source codes they are designed to protect. Thus, like a filter, an SLLT code must have its decoding performance customized with respect to the tradeoffs among different requirements rather than optimized on a certain aspect. These tradeoffs must be conducted in the form of multi-objective optimization within specified constraints. The LT decoding performance model proposed in the next section along with the goal programming approach and evolution strategy described henceforth provide the necessary framework for specifying the objectives and conducting the search for the best suited results.
LT decoding performance model
As mentioned, decoding overhead and average decoding failure rate are the two parameters commonly used to depict and specify the decoding performance of LT codes. Despite its simplicity, this model tends to mask the fact that decoding of LT code is a highly non-Gaussian random process. Hence, the average decoding failure rate and overhead may not be useful performance measurements of an LT code especially when its block length is small. As a prelude to the presentation of our multi-objective optimization strategy, we propose a triparametric performance model based on the tail probability of a random process. Furthermore, in order to reduce the dimensionality of the solution space, we propose to consider only the LT codes with sparse degree distributions that have compatible decoding performance with the dense codes.
Performance equivalent sparse degree distributions
Proposed by Michael Luby in 2002, the Luby Tnsform (LT) codes [20] were the first class of capacity-approaching rateless universal codes that fully realized the concept of digital fountain [24] . Using these codes, a sender can transmit unlimited number of output symbols until every receiver gets sufficient number of them and can thus decode the input symbols with high probability of success regardless of communication loss rates. Because their input symbols are uniformly randomly selected during the encoding process, the decoding performance of an LT code can be determined completely by the degree distribution of its output symbols, which can be expressed as a tuple of pairs
with d being the degree of an output symbol and p d its probability of occurrence.
There is sufficient evidence that LT codes, which have only few degrees with non-zero probability, can exhibit decoding performance similar to that of their dense counterparts [13] . These LT codes with sparse degree distributions can be specified in terms of two tuples:
where K is the block length, i.e., the number of input symbols in the code; and M is the cardinality of the code's degree distribution, i.e., the maximum number of degrees with nonzero probability. Elements in these two tuples are the design variables that we used to customize the decoding performance of the SLLT codes.
An important advantage of employing SLLT codes with sparse degree distributions is that the customization of their decoding performance can be carried out within feasible time span using evolutionary computation techniques, which can handle non-convex and ill-conditioned optimization problems [38] . Chen et al. developed a method that can produce a sparse variant of any dense LT code with practically identical decoding performance [8] . We used this tool and RSD to determine the initial values of the degree and probability tuples.
Multi-modal probability distribution of decoding performance
Due to the random selection of input-output symbol connections during the encoding process, each LT code can be represented as an overdetermined system of linear equations specified by a random binary connectivity matrix. As shown in Fig. 1a , such a system may yield dispersed decoding failure rates (especially in the cases of short block length) when the decoding process is carried out with small decoding overhead ε and the system is just slightly overdetermined. This performance discrepancy can be explained by the large variation of expected output ripple size throughout the decoding process (Fig. 1b) , which makes the probability that output ripple size becomes zero (i.e., probability that decoding process terminates) in the early stage of the decoding process rather high. The occurrence of the failure cases dramatically increases in SLLT codes as the shortening of their code blocks may result in forming many more random high-order dependence relations among their input symbols, which often hamper successful decoding process. Note that in Fig. 1b we estimated the expected output ripple size using the technique proposed by Shokrollahi et al. [21] .
Based on the above description, we may treat the decoding failure rate r of the input symbols within an SLLT code block as a random variable parameterized with respect to its decoding overhead ε. Figure 1c shows the logarithmic profile of the discrete failure probability distribution p ε (r) of one SLLT code while Fig. 1d shows the log-log profile of the corresponding tail probability T ε r ð Þ def 1−P ε r ð Þ with P ε (r) being the cumulative failure probability distribution. The bi-modal nature of the failure probability distribution (especially in the low overhead region) is obvious.
Decoding performance parameters
Since the first and second order moments often fail to accurately depict the nature of non-Gaussian probability distributions, we adopted the approach of statistical hypothesis tests, i.e. we based our performance model on the tail probability of the target random variable-in this case, the symbol decoding failure rate. The benefit of employing the tail probability instead of using mean and variance is that it takes into account the probability of outliers without being affected by their extreme values. Hence, we based our SLLT code performance model on the following three parameters.
Definition 1: Decoding Overhead ɛ: it is the ratio between the number of extra output symbols received and the number of input symbols in the code block. Definition 2: Symbol Decoding Failure Rate rε at specific decoding overheadε: it is the fraction of the input symbols within the code block that failed to be decoded after K⋅ 1 þε ð Þoutput symbols have been used in the decoding process; this parameter shall be treated as a random variable parameterized with respect to the decoding overhead. Definition 3: Tail Probability Tεr ð Þ of a specific decoding failure rater at a specific decoding overheadε: it is the probability that the decoding failure rate exceeds a specific valuer when the output symbols are decoded with overheadε.
In order to exaggerate the targeted value ranges of these parameters, we chose to adopt the common practice of expressing some of the parameters in logarithmic scale. Specifically, we employed Rε de f log 2 rε, the base-2 logarithm of the symbol failure rate and TεR À Á def log 10 1−PεR À Á À Á , base-10 logarithm of its tail probability.
SLLT code customization approach
The decoding performance parameters (ε, ℛ, T ) defined in Section 3 allow a code designer to specify multiple performance objectives that can be imposed on the SLLT code in order customize its decoding behavior. However, unlike in the case of single-objective optimization, multi-objective optimization often yields a set instead of a single optimal solution. The set of all optimal solutions is called Pareto front and its characteristic property is that none of its elements can be improved with respect to any objective without being degraded with respect to at least one another [21] , and therefore, all of its members must be considered equally good. In order to find the most suitable member of the Pareto front, the user must specify a quantified preference (or relative importance) among multiple objectives and employ a scalarization technique to combine them into a single objective according to that quantification. In this section, we present the rationale of employing distance-based goal programming [14] as the scalarization technique for SLLT code customization and provide a template for specifying the decoding performance targets.
Distance based goal programming
The distance based goal programming is intuitive, relatively easy to implement and very commonly employed technique that converts the multi-objective optimization problem into the single-objective one. In the distance based goal programming, multiple objectives/goals are specified as one goal point and the optimization problem is formulated as minimization of an achievement function that measures the distance to this goal point. The specific way, in which this distance is measured, defines the specific variant of the goal programming, whereas, the achievement function F(x) defined in a search space X has the following general form:
In above expression, x represents a candidate solution, which in our case corresponds to a generated SLLT code (uniquely specified through its degree distribution in the space of all admissible SLLT codes), F ℓ (x) is an achieved value of the solution x on the ℓ-th objective, G ℓ denotes numeric target level of the ℓ-th objective, w ℓ is its positive weight, represents the order of employed norm and ℒ denotes the number of objectives/goals.
When adopting the proposed statistical performance model, a single objective imposed on the decoding performance of an SLLT code can be seen as one target point P j ¼ε j ;R j ;T j in the decoding performance space that should be attained as closely as possible along specific axis, and therefore, the target and achieved value of the ℓ-th objective can be specified as follows:
representing value of chosen coordinate of the corresponding target point P j determined by the axis, along which the distance between this target point and decoding performance surface of SLLT code should be minimized according to the ℓ-th performance objective; & F ℓ ∈ ε j ; R j ; T j È É representing value of chosen coordinate of the point P j ' located on the decoding performance surface of candidate SLLT code, whereas, the other two coordinates of this point are identical with coordinates of the point P j , representing the corresponding target point. In other words, the point P j ' can be defined as follows:
Two norms are commonly used to measure the distance between the goal point and achieved fitness value vector of a candidate solution: Manhattan norm ( = 1) and infinite norm ( = ∞); which are used in Archimedean [14] and Tchebycheff goal programming [24] , respectively.
(1)
1) Tchebycheff Goal Programming
One very beneficial property of goal programming variants with finite norms is that they allow to directly trade-off different objectives by adjusting the corresponding weights, but on the other hand, the Tchebycheff goal programming, which aims at balancing the nonachievement of all the goals, is the only distance-based goal programming variant that possesses a capability to generate solutions located in the non-convex parts of the Pareto fronts [16] . Since according to our empirical results the Pareto fronts of optimized SLLT codes often exhibit non-convex regions [12] , we suggest to adopt the Tchebycheff goal programming when customizing their decoding performance. Note that since the Tchebycheff goal programming adopts the infinite norm, the general form of its achievement function can be reformulated as follows:
It can be seen that expressions (1) and (2) penalize both underachievement as well as overachievement of each goal. In many cases, however, penalizing the overachievement may not be desirable, especially when solutions satisfying all the goals may exist [8] . The Tchebycheff goal programming can easily reward the case of overachievement, in which all the goals are satisfied, by replacing the absolute value in (2) with round brackets.
2) Augmented Weighted Tchebycheff Method
By definition, the Tchebycheff goal programming yields always a solution that cannot be improved w.r.t. the objective that exhibits maximum difference between the achieved value F ℓ (x) and target value G ℓ without being degraded w.r.t. some other objective(s). However, since this difference does not contain precise information about the corresponding differences on other objectives, all the solutions with the same value of the maximum difference are considered equally good in this goal programming variant. As result, the Tchebycheff goal programming may sometimes yield weakly optimal Pareto solution, i.e., a solution that cannot be improved w.r.t. the objective that exhibits maximum difference between its achieved and target value but can be improved with respect to some other objective(s). In order to avoid this shortcoming, we employed in examples described in Sections 6 and 7 augmented weighted Tchebycheff method [12] that was specially designed to eliminate this undesirable property by augmenting the infinite norm with L 1 -term multiplied by Bsmall^parameter ϵ, called augmentation coefficient:
Specification 1 Goal Program Template
in // Number of basic performance blocks (i.e., target points)
// Number of goals associated with
// Tuple of goal and corresponding weight } in { } // Distance norm of adopted goal programming variant }
Target performance specification
In order to design proper goal program when customizing the SLLT code performance using the statistical performance model defined in Section 3, a code designer must specify the desired decoding performance in terms of J target points P j ≜ε j ;R j ;T j , whereas, each of these target points must have assigned one, two or three goals representing axes, w.r.t. which the distance between the corresponding target point and decoding performance surface of the SLLT code should be minimized (Fig. 2) . Moreover, the code designer must assign to each goal G ℓ a weight w ℓ representing its priority and choose the norm, according to which the weighted distance to the goal point G shall be measured [Specification 1]. The proposed method may be perceived as a process that pulls the performance surface of the initial SLLT code candidate towards the set of target points, whereas, improved performance in certain region(s) of the decoding performance space is usually achieved at the cost of weaker performance in some other region(s). Note that the proposed method provides a code designer the choice to specify the performance objectives also in terms of the average failure rate and average overhead, however, the important benefit of specifying the performance objectives in terms of the target points in the ε; R; T ð Þ -space is that it enables the employed optimization method to coerce the SLLT code to approximate any performance profile.
Adaptation of covariance matrix adaptation -evolution strategy (CMA-ES)
CMA-ES [10] is a popular non-elitist evolution strategy, which was particularly designed to solve non-convex and ill-conditioned continuous optimization problems possessing noisy fitness function(s) with unknown geometry. Hansen and Kern showed that CMA-ES exhibits more robust and efficient convergence behavior than three widely used stochastic optimization methods: differential evolution (DE), robust evolution strategies (RES) and local optima smoothing (LOS), on a set of classical multimodal and non- separable test functions [4] . Furthermore, it has been proven that the updates of the mean and covariance matrix of the sample distribution in the CMA-ES follow the maximal loglikelihood approach, while its iterative search resembles the natural gradient descent over expected objective function value [23] . All these facts provide further support to the claim of its robust and efficient convergence behavior. Note that the efficient convergence behavior is of crucial importance for the SLLT code customization problem because the evaluation of the decoding performance is carried out using computationally expensive Monte Carlo simulations.
Population size and initial solution
When employing the CMA-ES, a user has to set the values of two parameters: population size and initial solution. In the proposed method, we adopted the recommended population size λ = 4 + ⌊3 ⋅ ln(n)⌋ suggested in [9] , where n represents the number of decision variables, in our case corresponding to the maximum number of degrees with non-zero probabilities multiplied by 2. The recommended population size of CMA-ES is relatively small comparing to the recommended population size of other methods belonging to the class of evolutionary computation. Moderate population size is very appreciated when solving optimization problems with computationally expensive fitness function evaluations because it usually significantly affects the convergence speed.
Concerning the choice of the initial solution, we based our design on a sparse variant of the robust soliton distribution (RSD) [20] because of its wide use in the design of finite-length LT codes [18] . The robust soliton distribution μ(d) has an adjustment term τ(d) added to the asymptotically optimal ideal soliton distribution ρ(d) in order to increase its expected ripple size η, i.e., a set of output symbols of reduced degree-1 at the specific decoding step [7] . In addition, RSD possesses two parameters influencing its slope and position of the second peak, called spike. One of these parameter is a free parameter c that represents tradeoff between the overhead efficiency and decoding delay [30] , while the other one, denoted δ, represents the upper bound of the probability for the ripple to vanish if the number of received symbols
In order to create a proper initial sparse degree distribution, we adopted an approach where we first chose reasonable values of the RSD parameters δ and c, and then deduced the sparse (d i , p i ) value pairs. Since in several SLLT code designs for multimedia and real-time applications [30] authors employed the RSD with δ = 0.5, we adopted this setting in our design of the initial solution, too. On the other hand, when considering the parameter c, it is important to note that this parameter has a strong influence on the expected ripple size η, since:
The successful decoding process requires η ≥ 1, however, too large η causes a waste of the input symbols by increasing the redundancy of their coverage. Although, the decoding process is more likely to prematurely terminate when η is small [11] , the SLLT codes achieve the best performance when c is close to its lower bound [30] . Taking into consideration these facts, we adopted η = 4, when setting the value of the parameter c.
In order to choose the elements of the degree tuple d, we used the tags selection function [38] and considered only the range between the degree-1 and spiked of adopted RSD, since in [5] authors showed that the degrees beyond the spike can be ignored without harming the performance of the LT code. Consequently, in order to make each selected tag to be a proper representative of its range, we set the corresponding p i value to the cumulative probability of all the degrees belonging to its range, while as range boundaries we set the logarithmic midpoints between two adjacent tags [33] .
SLLT code design variables vs. CMA-ES object variables
Based on the fact that the solution space of admissible sparse degree distributions is highly constrained, while the search space of the CMA-ES object variables is continuous and unbounded, we defined two tuples of search space variables: (1) tuple of elements corresponding to the permissible degrees:
i¼0 ∈ ℝ M ; and (2) tuple of elements corresponding to their respective probabilities y def y i ½
In order to ensure that the permissible degrees d 0 , …, d M − 1 of each SLLT code have always valid values, we map each element of the y tuple into a discrete value from the admissible interval [1, K] whenever we sample a new candidate solution.
In above expression, g denotes the current generation number. On the other hand, it is important to note that the probability tuple p exhibits only M − 1 degrees of freedom since ∑ i = 0 M − 1 p i = 1, whereas, the valid values of its elements belong to the interval [0,1]. In order to comply with these facts as well as with the Gaussian distribution of the unbounded search space, we employ following feasibility-preserving quadratic transformation when sampling a new candidate code:
Design of fitness penalties and stopping criteria
In the proposed approach, the distance of each generated candidate solution from the feasible space of valid degree distributions is quantified using two monotonically increasing quadratic penalty functions [27] , whose sum is added to its fitness value ( Table 1) . The first penalty function penalizes the candidate solutions with elements of the tuple x located outside of the range of feasible degrees, whereas, the second penalty function penalizes the candidate solutions depending on the distance of their probability tuple elements from the lower boundary of the feasible probability space, i.e., 1/K. We implemented this penalty function based on the fact that the number of output symbols used to decode the code block is usually very close to K, which means that the receiver is likely to receive only output symbols that have degrees with the probability at least 1/K. In Table 1 ,
When employing a stochastic optimization method, it is necessary to design appropriate stopping criteria in order to avoid premature termination of the search process as well as wasting the computational resources. Since the formulated SLLT code customization problem possesses computationally expensive fitness function evaluations, the importance of proper choice of the termination rules becomes even more crucial. In the proposed approach, we adopt a stopping criterion that represents the conjunction of the fitness value and design variable convergence because this kind of combined stopping criteria has been shown to be advantageous when employed with the evolutionary optimization methods [6] :
In the above expression, f i,min (g) denotes the minimum value of the fitness function i in the generation g, Δg represents the time window during which the fitness value improvement is observed, E[D] is the expected (i.e., average) degree, and φ with ω are the parameters determining the thresholds of the fitness value and design variable convergence. In order to prevent unfeasibly long evolution loops in cases when above defined combined stopping Quadratic penalty function for out-of-range degrees
Quadratic penalty function for negligible probabilities
Transformed fitness function
criterion fails to be satisfied, we implemented an additional stopping condition ensuring that the optimization process terminates no later than after a specific sufficiently large constant number of candidate solution evaluations:
In above expression, N eval and ϱ denote the actual and maximum number of candidate solution evaluations.
Recommended optimization settings
Since our empirical results showed us that practically every dense degree distribution of SLLT code has an equivalent sparse counterpart with no more than 7 non-zero degrees, we believe that it is appropriate to set the cardinality of the sparse degree distributions M = 7. In addition, it is reasonable to keep d 0 = 1 and d 1 = 2 throughout the entire optimization process because the non-zero probabilities of degree-1 and degree-2 are essential for the successful decoding [15, 44] . The number of encoding/decoding simulation runs used to evaluate the performance of generated candidate SLLT code should be set based on the length of the code block and desired estimation precision, whereas, if the code block length K~1000, we suggest to evaluate each candidate solution using 10 4 simulation runs. In Table 2 , an interested reader can see the penalty function parameters and augmentation coefficient value as suggested in [45] , along with the recommended stopping condition thresholds, which are based on our empirical experience.
6 Customizing transitional and steady decoding performance of SLLT codes 6.1 Customization strategies in transitional and steady decoding performance regions Generally, the decoding behavior of an SLLT code can be characterized in terms of its performance in the transitional and steady regions of the decoding process. Based on this fact, the customization of an SLLT code may be conducted through a constrained optimization using a set of goals specified in these two decoding performance regions in terms of performance parameters ε; R; T ð Þ . However, it is important to note that a goal specified in one region may not have only very different effect on the overall decoding performance comparing to a goal specified in another region but specified goals may often also compete with one another. Based on these facts, a code designer must clearly understand the effects of goal setting and assign each of them a weight reflecting its relative priority or importance. 
Transitional decoding performance region
In this region, the symbol decoding failure rate R begins to drop gradually starting at a relatively small decoding overhead ε. Nonetheless, the decoding failure rate in this region fluctuates drastically among decoding runs (Fig. 1a) resulting in a bi-modal probability distribution. Based on these facts, the performance objectives in the transitional region of decoding performance usually take one or both of the following two forms, while maintaining a tolerable level of the tail probabilityT : a) Minimize the positive distance between the actual and target value of decoding overhead ε−ε that yields a tolerable symbol failure rateR representing start or center of the transitional region; b) Minimize the positive distance between the actual and target value of symbol decoding failure rate R−R at a specific low level of decoding overheadε, whereasR represents the start or center of the transitional region.
Please note that the symbol decoding failure rate r of a single run changes in discrete steps of 1/K with K being the block size and reducing it at a low overhead ε may cause it to rise at a higher overhead, i.e. in the steady decoding performance region.
Steady decoding performance region
In this region, the symbol decoding failure rate r asymptotically approaches its lower bound as the decoding overhead ε continues to rise. During this process, the fluctuation of failure rate between different decoding runs also diminishes, which causes the tail probability T to fall. Based on these facts, the performance objectives in the steady region of decoding performance may take one or more of the following forms: a) Minimize the positive distance between the actual and target value of decoding overhead ε−ε yielding an expected floor valueR of the symbol failure rate with certain tolerable tail probabilityT ; b) Minimize the positive distance between the actual and target value of symbol decoding failure rate R−R yielding certain tolerable tail probabilityT at overheadε that marks the beginning of the steady decoding performance region; c) Minimize the positive distance between the actual and target value of tail probability T −T at a relatively high overheadε and a zero-equivalent 1 decoding failure ratê
Minimize the positive distance between the actual and target value of average symbol failure rate R−R at certain moderate level of decoding overheadε.
Note that since the average failure rate R is the expected value of symbol failure rate that can be among others derived also from the tail probability of individual failure ratesR= {0, 1/ K, 2/K, …, 1}, the last goal is effectively a bi-variate objective based on the common concept of average failure rate.
Procedure for developing goal programs
In multimedia applications, the SLLT codes are customized to protect source codes with specific rate-distortion performance profiles and to meet certain performance objectives. Thus, it is essential to possess a systematic way to devise the goal programs capable to customize the SLLT code performance based on the source code characteristics and design objectives. The following four-step procedure offers such a way. In this section, we use a design of the SLLT post-code of short-length raptor code as an example to demonstrate the way of carrying out this procedure.
Raptor codes
As high-performance realization of fountain codes, the raptor codes [28, 41] concatenate an LT post-code with high-rate pre-code. The advantage of pre-coding is that instead of having to recover all the input symbols with the LT decoder, only a large fraction of them needs to be recovered, since the built-in redundancy of the pre-code can be used to recover the remaining ones [31] . Shokrollahi in his seminal paper [7] offered a heuristic to generate an LT post-code of the raptor code, but regrettably, his heuristic fails to take into account the erasure recovery capabilities of adopted pre-code. To address this shortcoming, in subsequent sections we describe a search for customized SLLT post-code that matches erasure protection capabilities of chosen pre-code employing proposed approach along with specified procedure for developing goal programs. The goal of short-length raptor that concatenates customized SLLT postcode with chosen high-rate pre-code is to provide GOP-based erasure protection to low-rate H.264 AVC bitstreams with minimum decoding overhead and low GOP decoding failure rate. 
Choice and performance of adopted pre-code
In order to be able to recover most of the symbols after receiving only small decoding overhead, the pre-code of the raptor code should possess the ability to provide high rate when the code block length K is short. Based on this fact, we decided to employ the low-density parity-check (LDPC) code [22] as the pre-code of our raptor code. More precisely, we employed the 1998.5.3.1392 LDPC code with the rate equal to 0.889 when the code block contains 1998 symbols, provided by MacKay in his database of sparse graph codes [2] . Figure 3 shows the decoding performance of adopted pre-code in a statistically independent random erasure channel.
Performance objectives
In the multimedia streaming, a code designer usually wants to achieve decent video quality after receiving the smallest possible number of symbols and full decoding quality at a specific moderate level of decoding overhead. Based on these facts, we imposed on the decoding performance of designed SLLT post-code following performance objectives:
& Minimize the decoding overhead ε yielding maximum tolerable failure ratê R max with maximum tolerable tail probabilityT max guaranteeing decent video quality; & Minimize the tail probability of maximum tolerable failure rateR max at a specific moderate (i.e., maximum acceptable) level of decoding overheadε max .
Note that minimization of the decoding overhead and tail probability corresponds to the minimization of the positive distance between the actual value of the decoding overhead and its target valueε zero ¼ 0, i.e. between the actual value of the tail probability and its target valueT zero ¼ log 1= N ⋅10 ð Þ ½ ¼−5, representing its artificial lower bound. 
Target points and optimization goals
In order to specify the coordinates of target points representing the defined performance objectives, it is necessary to find out the values of following thresholds:
& Maximum tolerable failure rateR max determining the erasure rate, at which is adopted precode capable to recover practically all the source data; & Maximum tolerable tail probabilityT max (of maximum tolerable failure rate) representing the maximum frequency of code blocks that may fail to be recovered while delivering acceptable video quality; & Decoding overheadε max , at which is the SLLT post-code expected to deliver decoding quality enabling the raptor code to provide practically full video quality.
One of the ways how to determine the failure rate range, at which is adopted LDPC precode capable to recover practically all the source data, is to simulate its symbol recovery process in a random erasure channel. Since our experiments show that adopted LDPC pre-code is capable to recover practically all the erased symbols as long as the channel erasure rate does not exceed 5 % (Fig. 3) , we set the threshold of tolerable failure rateR max to 0.05.
On the other hand, the maximum frequency of code blocks that may fail to be recovered while allowing the raptor code to deliver decent video quality, depends mostly on the characteristics of protected data. Since according to our experience, the quality of the video playback can be considered acceptable as long as there is no more than 1 out of 100 blocks that fails to be fully recovered, we setT max = 0.01 as the maximum tail probability of tolerable failure rateR max .
When determining the value of the decoding overhead, at which is expected the full video quality, one should take into consideration the length of the code block K and realtime requirements of the application. After considering these factors along with the 2 Since zero tail probability equals to − ∞ in the logarithmic scale, we set an artificial lower bound of T based on the total number of simulation runs N = 10 4 . Fig. 3 Decoding performance of adopted LDPC pre-code in random bitstream inflation rate of adopted pre-code, we decided to set the maximum acceptable decoding overhead εm ax of the SLLT post-code to 10 %. Consequently, we translated the above defined performance objectives into two target points and assigned to each of them one optimization goal [Specification 2].
Weight assignment
The performance requirements imposed on the SLLT code are often competing and usually cannot be achieved simultaneously. The strength, with which will be the SLLT code performance surface pulled towards a specific target point, should be expressed through the weight of corresponding goal(s). The higher importance the goal has (with respect to the ultimate purpose of the application), the higher weight the goal should have assigned. Since in our design exercise we consider attaining both target points equally important, we assigned equal weights to both of them [Specification 2].
Performance evaluation of designed code
In Fig. 4 , we compare the decoding performance of three candidate SLLT codes that may be used as post-codes of the short-length raptor code: (a) SLLT code with minimized average overhead yielding the lossless decoding; (b) SLLT code with minimized average failure rate at 10 % of decoding overhead; and (c) SLLT code specially customized to match the erasure recovery capabilities of the chosen LDPC pre-code according to the Specification 2. It can be seen that all three SLLT codes exhibit very different degree distributions and performance profiles. However, since the chosen LDPC pre-code exhibits the ability to recover all the erased symbols as long as the erasure rate is below 5 %, the decoding performance of all three corresponding raptor codes (Fig. 5) is almost identical in this region of the failure rate. On the other hand, the performance profiles of all three raptor codes in the region above 5 % of the decoding failure rate are almost identical with the performance profiles of their SLLT postcodes, since in this region the ability of the pre-code to recover the erased symbols is only very limited. Based on the fact that the SLLT code specially customized to match the erasure recovery capabilities of the LDPC pre-code possesses the smallest portion of non-zero probability values in the region where the pre-code is unable to recover the erased symbols, we may conclude that the raptor code employing this post-code outperforms the other two candidate raptor codes. Our claim supports also the fact that the raptor code employing the 7 Customizing decoding performance profile of SLLT codes in region of interest
Gradually improving decoding performance
There are various applications that require erasure protection codes with specially tapered decoding performance profiles fine-tuned throughout the specific range of decoding overhead, and hence, the SLLT codes with the steepest improvement of decoding performance may not be the most appropriate candidates for this class of applications. On the contrary, the performance objectives of SLLT codes designed to provide protection for these applications should aim at controlling the probability distribution of their decoding failure rates throughout the admissible range of decoding overhead. One important class of applications that may require SLLT codes with gradually improving erasure protection is unequal erasure protection (UEP) of the H.264 SVC multicast, where the playback quality of the SVC/MGS bitstream should improve gradually over a wide range of decoding overhead, since rapid improvement of the playback quality (causing the SVC bitstream to be either totally undecodable or completely decodable) may render the function of the UEP ineffective.
Region of interest
Region of interest is a region in the performance space determined by the admissible range of decoding overhead, in which the failure rate ℛ and its tail probability T should drop gradually and specific decoding performance should be delivered at its lower and upper boundary. Based on these facts, the region of interest can be represented as a box in the ε; R; T ð Þ -space, whereas, the vertices of this box are determined by the desirable values of the performance parameters (i.e., ε min ,R min ,T min ) and their maximum admissible counterparts (i.e.,ε max ,R max ,T max ). Ideally, the actual performance surface of the SLLT code attains the diagonal vertices representing the target performance characteristics (i.e., P 1 ≜ε minRmaxT max h i and P 2 ≜ε maxRminT min h i ) and gradually improves throughout the defined box. Note that point P 1 corresponds to the minimum tolerable decoding quality at specific low decoding overhead, while point P 2 represents enhanced decoding quality at maximum tolerable level of decoding overhead.
Goal setting
In order to deliver desired gradually improving decoding performance profile, specific performance characteristics must be first provided at the lower and upper boundary of the admissible range of decoding overhead. In order to achieve the desired decoding performance (i.e., minimum tolerable decoding quality:R max ;T max ) at the lower boundary of this rangeε min , the design goal(s) should take any of the following forms: a) Minimize the positive distance between the actual and target value of decoding overhead ε−ε min yielding minimum tolerable decoding qualityR max ;T max .
b) Minimize the positive distance between the actual and target value of symbol decoding failure rate R−R max yielding tail probabilityT max at lower boundary of admissible region of decoding overheadε min . c) Minimize the positive distance between the actual and target value of tail probability T −T max at failure rateR max and lower boundary of admissible region of decoding overheadε min .
Similarly, in order to achieve the desirable decoding performance (i.e., enhanced decoding quality:R min ;T min ) at the upper boundary of the admissible range of decoding overheadε max , the design goal(s) should take any of the following forms: a) Minimize the positive distance between the actual and target value of decoding overhead ε−ε max yielding specific enhanced decoding qualityR min ;T min . b) Minimize the positive distance between the actual and target value of symbol decoding failure rate R−R min yielding specific low tail probabilityT min at upper boundary of admissible region of decoding overheadε max . c) Minimize the positive distance between the actual and target value of tail probability T −T min at specific low failure rateR min and upper boundary of admissible region of decoding overheadε max .
7.2 Procedure for developing goal programs enabling search for SLLT codes with gradually improving decoding performance capable to protect multimedia source codes
As mentioned in previous section, the decoding performance of multimedia source codes is usually quantified in terms of their rate-distortion profiles that differ significantly from the (ε, ℛ, ) performance model of the SLLT codes. Therefore, we devised a five-step procedure that we suggest to follow in order to develop goal programs capable to find SLLT codes providing protection to multimedia source codes with most appropriate gradually improving decoding performance:
a) Identify the performance profiles of the source code and/or pre-code: As described in Section 6.2. b) Define the region with expected gradually improving decoding performance (region of interest): Specify the admissible range of each performance parameter (ε, ℛ, ) based on the real-time requirements of given multimedia application, rate-distortion characteristics of the source data, erasure recovery capabilities of adopted pre-code and playback PSNR probabilities of protected bitstreams. c) Formulate performance objectives of the SLLT code: Identify the key vertices of the region with expected gradually improving decoding performance representing the desired performance characteristics and choose the axes, along which the distance to these vertices should be minimized. d) Translate performance objectives into goal program blocks: As described in Section 6.2. e) Assign weights to individual goals according to their priorities: As described in Section 6.2.
In this section, we use the design of an SLLT post-code for rateless UEP code as an example to demonstrate the way of carrying out this procedure.
Protecting SVC multicast
In the wireless SVC multicasting over dynamic lossy communication channels, the symbol loss rates experienced by individual receivers may vary drastically over the space and time, and therefore, the rateless universal codes may in this case provide more robust erasure protection than conventional deterministic codes. Moreover, it is important to note that scalable data streams exhibit incremental cost-benefit profiles, for example, in case of the multimedia streaming they have gradually rising the rate-distortion curves. As consequence, it is beneficial to provide stronger protection to the base layer as well as to the I and P frames, on which the successful decoding of the entire group of pictures (GOP) depends, and offer only weaker protection to the incremental medium grain scalable (MGS) layers of the bitstream. Based on these facts, the employment of the UEP code with proper number of protection layers and sufficient erasure correction capabilities may offer gradual improvement of the multimedia playback quality starting at much lower decoding overhead than usual forward erasure protection (FEC). In subsequent sections, we illustrate the employment of proposed approach together with specified procedure for developing goal programs through the design of SLLT post-code that enables the rateless UEP code to support graceful degradation of the H.264 SVC playback quality under heavy packet loss.
7.4 Design of SLLT post-code for rateless UEP code protecting SVC multicast 7.4.1 Performance profiles of source data and pre-code From the rate-distortion shown in Fig. 8 can be seen that mean square error (MSE) of the SVC/MGS groups of pictures often settles at few discrete levels, which means that few UEP layers with compatible coding rates [26] are sufficient to protect the multimedia bitstreams. Based on this fact, we chose to protect the bitstreams with UEP pre-code that possesses three SVC/MGS layers with 1:1:1 ratio among the bit rates and proper erasure protection. More precisely, we adopted as pre-code a three-layered UEP convolutional code [36] because it provides a code designer capability to cope with variations of the input stream size, although, it suffers from a minor sacrifice of the overall coding rate. In order to reduce the inflation rate of the composite code, we decided to raise the code rate of the pre-code through puncturing providing the maximum separation vector. The puncturing specification adopted in our design is reported in Table 3 , where and represent the number of input and output sequences, respectively. Figure 9 shows the decoding performance of adopted pre-code in the random erasure channel. For more information about the design of the adopted UEP convolutional precode, an interested reader is referred to [42] .
Region with expected gradually improving decoding performance
The main goals of the rateless UEP code designed to protect SVC multicast are to delivery: 1) decent decoding quality of the base layer at the lower boundary of the admissible range of overall inflation rate; and 2) practically full decoding quality of all the SVC/MGS layers at the upper boundary of this range. As consequence, the region of interest with respect to the decoding performance of the SLLT post-code can be specified by eight vertices that have coordinates determined by all the possible combinations of following terms: lower and upper boundary of the admissible range of decoding overhead (ε min andε max ), decoding performance determining decent decoding quality of base layer (R max andT max ) and decoding performance determining full decoding quality of all three SVC/MSG layers (R min andT min ). Note that the target points P 1 ≜ε minRmaxT max h i and P 2 ≜ε maxRminT min h i are the key diagonal Original Code: 2 4 9 Punctured Code: 2 3 5 Fig. 9 Bit failure rate of adopted UEP convolutional pre-code with 3 SVC/MGS layers vertices of the region of interest that represent the trend, in which the decoding performance of the SLLT post-code should exhibit gradual improvement.
Performance objectives
Based on the above mentioned facts, we decided to impose on designed SLLT post-code following performance objectives:
& Minimize the positive distance between actual failure rate and its admissible upper boundaryR max yielding tail probabilityT max enabling the pre-code to decode significant portion of the base layer at the lower boundary of admissible range of decoding overheadε min ; & Minimize the positive distance between actual decoding overhead ε and its admissible lower boundaryε min yielding the failure rateR max with tail probabilityT max enabling the pre-code to decode significant portion of the base layer; & Minimize the positive distance between actual tail probability and its admissible lower boundaryT min at the failure rateR min enabling the pre-code to approach full decoding quality after receiving the upper bound of admissible range of decoding overheadε max .
Target points and optimization goals
In order to specify the coordinates of target points corresponding to the defined performance objectives, it is necessary to find out the values of following thresholds: Since the starting point of transitional Bwaterfall^region of the SLLT code performance usually indicates the minimum level of decoding overhead, at which significant portion of the symbols can be successfully recovered, we decided to use its estimated lower bound as the lower boundary of the admissible range of decoding overhead. Based on our experience, if the block length is short (10 3 ≤ K ≤ 10 4 symbols), the transitional performance region of wellperforming SLLT codes usually starts after receiving 0.04 extra symbols, and therefore, we set 0.04 as the lower boundary for the admissible range of decoding overheadε min . On the other hand, the upper boundary of this range can be derived from the upper limit of the inflation rate normally permitted in the video multicast. Since the tolerable upper limit of the inflation rate in the video multicast is usually around 20 %, which in our case corresponds to 8 % of the SLLT post-code overhead, we set this value as the upper boundary of the admissible rangeε max .
In order to find out the boundaries of the region of interest with respect to the decoding failure rate, it is necessary to analyze the erasure correction capabilities of adopted pre-code because the overall decoding performance of the rateless UEP code can be estimated by looking up the bit failure rates of its pre-code at the channel bit erasure rate corresponding to the decoding failure rate of its post-code (Fig. 9) . In [35] author shows that when employing the adopted UEP convolutional code, the bit failure rates enabling to decode significant portion of the base layer and approach the complete decoding of all three SVC/MGS layers are 3.6 ⋅ 10 − 4 and 1.2 ⋅ 10
, respectively. Based on this fact, we set the admissible SLLT post-code failure rate boundaries toR max ¼ 3⋅10 −2 andR min ¼ 10 −2 (Fig. 9 ).
On the other hand, in order to determine the corresponding boundaries with respect to the tail probability, we believe that it is reasonable to use the PSNR improvement data as shown in Tables 4 and 5 . Note that we generated the content of these tables from 10 5 simulation runs of the Foreman video sequence based on the fact that this video clip represents a balanced mixture of the fine texture and fast motion. We consider appropriate to choose the column of Table 4 containing item(s) from interval [0.5, 0.7] as the upper boundary for the admissible range of tail probability and the column of Table 5 containing item(s) from interval [0.9, 1] as its lower boundary. Since there is more than one column in each table that contains such items, we decided to choose columns where these items possess the steepest improvement with respect to the tail probability. An interested reader can see that items with mentioned characteristics reside in both tables at T = 0.0316, and hence, we set bothT min andT max to −1.5.
Based on the above mentioned facts, we translated the performance objectives imposed on the decoding performance of the SLLT post-code into two target points and three goals as shown in Specification 3.
Weight assignment
Failing to provide decent decoding quality of the base layer at the lower boundary of the admissible range of decoding overhead may be usually tolerable, however, failing to approach the full decoding quality at the upper boundary of this range will most likely render the composite rateless UEP code impractical for the protection of SVC multicast. Based on this fact, attaining the target point of Performance_Block 2 should be a priority of our design exercise, and therefore, we assigned a dominant weight to the corresponding goal [Specification 3].
Performance evaluation of designed code
In order to demonstrate the capabilities of proposed approach, we compare in this subsection the decoding performance of two rateless UEP codes designed by concatenating the chosen UEP convolutional pre-code with two different SLLT post-codes: (a) SLLT post-code with minimized average failure rate at the lower boundary of the range of admissible decoding overhead (i.e., at ε ¼ 0:04); and (b) SLLT post-code specially customized according to the Specification 3 to match the UEP capabilities of adopted pre-code. Note that as the maximum symbol size and block length K of the customized SLLT post-code, we chose 32 bits and 6000 symbols, respectively. Figure 10 shows the decoding performance of both candidate post-codes, whereas, the purple line/rectangle represents the admissible region, in which the decoding performance of the SLLT code should exhibit the gradual improvement, and the brown filled circles represent the key vertices (i.e., target points) of this region.
Since the curves of the specially customized SLLT post-code representing r = 0.01, r = 0.03 and T = 0.0316 succeed to reach (and even slightly over-satisfy) the corresponding target points, it can be concluded that the rateless UEP code that concatenates this post-code with above described convolutional UEP pre-code exhibits the ability to successfully decode the significant portion of the base layer at the lower boundary of the admissible range of the decoding overhead as well as deliver practically complete decoding of all the three SVC/MSG layers at its upper boundary. On the other hand, since the corresponding curves of the SLLT post-code with minimized average failure rate fails to reach their respective target points, this code does not leave sufficient room for the convolutional pre-code to fully leverage from its UEP capability within the admissible range of the decoding overhead. Note that length of the arrows that point to the key vertices of the admissible region (Fig. 10) can be seen as the distance between the actual and target performance of the conventionally optimized SLLT post-code. In addition, the superiority of the rateless UEP code employing the specially customized SLLT post-code with respect to the graceful degradation is clearly shown in Figs. 11 and 12.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we present simulation-based design approach that adapts novel statistical decoding performance model along with the distance based goal programming and state-ofthe-art stochastic optimization method CMA-ES in order to search for customized SLLT codes satisfying specific decoding performance requirements. Furthermore, this paper contains general rules how to use proposed approach and illustrates them on two real-world examples, namely, on the design of (1) SLLT post-code of the raptor code, specially customized w.r.t. two competing performance objectives located in different regions of decoding performance; and (2) SLLT post-code of the rateless UEP code that has decoding performance fine-tuned w.r.t. the rate-distortion performance of the SVC bitstream in the region of admissible decoding overhead. Results reported in Sections 6-7 demonstrate that as long as the performance objectives imposed on the SLLT code are properly derived from the rate-distortion characteristics of the source data and/or erasure recovery capabilities of the pre-code, and match the performance requirements of the application, the proposed approach can be used to generate SLLT codes with desirable decoding performance.
In the future, we plan to focus on: (1) modifications of the randomized encoding input selection schemes in order to further improve the SLLT code performance; (2) implementation of one of the variance reduction techniques into the SLLT code fitness evaluation in order to reduce the noise caused by employed Monte-Carlo simulations; and (3) application of the proposed customization approach to the domain of medical data transfer protection. 
